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Collaborative Comic Design
The comics medium, while being difficult to perfect, present information in a highly
digestible and effective manner. To this end we have experimented with the utilization of this
format in arguing a case, specifically that of the poor opportunities afforded college students in
the United States. While raising several hurdles in itself, the fact that this project was a group
effort raised even more problems, and with them useful and effective ways of overcoming them.
Collaboratively writing this comic was made simple by focusing on problems that we had
both experienced. The examples given were real things we had experienced, and they all fell
under the overarching category of financial difficulties in college. We both contributed ideas
and made a general outline of each page's topic and content. Because we were both contributing,
there were compromises to be made; not all of our ideas could fit into the comic. Many ideas
were agreed to be too fictitious or too off topic. We agreed to divide the work by assigning
specific panels to ourselves. This allowed us to individually work around our conflicting
schedules, and meet when we were available. However, this did make the comic present two
different art styles; for example, some pages of the comic focus on art and use text as a
supplement, while others tend to include lots of dialogue and text. This could be seen as an
effective manner of portraying the different multimodal advantages of comics, but it does make
the comic disjoint.

Comics are very unique in that they give a personal visualization and dramatization of
events. For example, on page four, the scene depicts Eric's devastation when his flip flop is
broken. It does this through dialogue in addition to the picture of Eric on his knees. In prose
writing, this perspective would not be as evident in that the extent of Eric's frustration would be,
for the most part, up to the reader to visualize. Readers may see Eric as mildly annoyed and this
would not be in line with the actual feelings given in the comic. The artist's drawing style
impresses his or her perspective upon readers and leaves them with no misconceptions. This
implies that comics are less effective than video because videos can show many more images
than comics. However, this is not a disadvantage; the panel style allows the author to focus on
specific points and emphasize certain aspects. For example, the final page displays stones that
read "DEBT" crushing Eric. This panel does not explain how the stones arrived there or what
happens to Eric. Rather, it makes the reader focus on the symbolism of the stones. A continuous
video would be forced to show some unimportant events such as the falling of stones from the
sky, and this might cause the story to lose its focus.
That being said, this project, if presented in a fully written prose form, would not have
given us the same freedoms or abilities. Although our own artistic limitations admittedly reduced
the credibility of our argument, a full text format would not have been able to influence audience
emotions and interpretations nearly as well. The presentation of information, while more
presentable, would not have been as easily received as in our picture form, with the narrator and
Eric having the main discourse of facts in a way that the reader could follow and sympathize
with. This point, the sympathizing with the character, is of great importance to us in this
assignment, seeing as how our intended audience (our professor) is both immersed in college life
and surrounded by college students. Yet any reader viewing our points and the sad predicament

Eric is placed in can easily feel sorry for him and look down on the atrocities the U.S.’s current
standing toward college students creates.
Many stylistic and artistic choices were agreed upon by the group in this work, the largest
of which were the way to draw the characters and the way to make it easy to understand. We
elected for a primarily black and white color scheme, with splashes of color, mostly for the
amount of work and energy it would allow us to put into certain other elements in the limited
time provided. It also allowed us to display characters, information and scenes in a contrasting
and easily understood way. The choice to use stick figures came about as a result of both of our
shortcomings in the artistic skills. A poorly drawn person, while possibly immature, is easily
recognizable and does not distract from the argument (our main point, after all) we were trying to
make, thus giving us both a reason and excuse for taking the “easy way out”. Emotions in the
stick characters’ faces were drastically highlighted in this low detail format, perfect for the relay
of emotion from us to the reader. Eric begins his life happy-go-lucky and full of joy, yet as the
story progresses his face rarely shows the same exuberance, instead replaced by a stress and
unease. So while the sticks won’t win anything at auction, our hope is they were able to impact
the audience.
Comics present themselves as a fun medium that have little purpose other than to
entertain. However, the deeper meaning of comics is incredibly persuasive. The author’s
viewpoints are articulated in such a unique manner that it is impossible to create a completely
nonbiased comic. This works well when only a single person is involved in the process;
however, multiple different perspectives are present when two or more authors contribute to a
comic. Yet, with excellent collaborative abilities, these ideas can come together to create a
focused argument.
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